ful, the large number of video choices within many genres still makes finding video of interest a time-consuming process. This problem is even greater for people who enjoy video from a variety of genres. For these reasons, it's useful to have systems that can learn a particular person's preferences and make recommendations on the basis on these preferences.
There have traditionally been two approaches to identifying videos of interest to a viewer. The first is the case-based approach, which uses descriptions of video content including the genre, director, actors, and plot summary. 3, 4 The advantage of the case-based approach is that it relies strictly on the viewer's profile. Once a viewer's preferences are known, they can be matched with video content descriptions. However, one weakness of this approach is that it takes effort to produce content descriptions, and there is much video in databases and on the Internet for which there are no descriptions. Another weakness is that the viewer must devote time and effort to seed the system with a substantial amount of initial preference details.
The second approach is collaborative filtering, in which users attempt to identify viewers that are considered similar by some measure. Recommendations for the current viewer are drawn from the positively rated video of these similar viewers. Collaborative filtering doesn't require the content descriptions used by the case-based approach. However, a weakness of this approach is that it takes effort to gather enough information about other viewers to determine which viewers are similar to the current viewer. A second weakness of collaborative filtering is the latency for a new video; a video can't be recommended if no one has seen and rated it yet.
The approach we describe in this article to handle video preferences is to extract visual features and closed captions from video to learn a viewer's preferences. We combine visual features and closed captions to produce observation symbols for training hidden Markov models (HMM). We define a video as a collection of features in which the order that the features appear is important, which suggests that an HMM might be appropriate for classification. We believe that visual features and closed captions are complementary. Visual features represent what is being seen, but miss much of the social interaction. Video dialogue typically doesn't describe what is being seen, but represents the social interaction.
While we believe our approach is most useful in those situations that preclude the use of collaborative filtering or case-based methods, it's also applicable in situations for which the
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other approaches are appropriate, and it can be used to supplement those approaches. Even so, the approach we describe here does have certain limitations. Individually, each feature of the approach has a weakness. For example, some methods for representing text or images suffer from a lack of context. The bag-ofwords model, which is a common method for representing documents, does not maintain word order and, as a result, two documents with essentially the same words but different word order can have different meanings but appear similar when comparing their term-feature representations. Likewise, two different images might appear similar when represented as color histograms. By combining text and visual features, we believe we can sidestep these limitations.
Textual features
Closed captioning is a method of letting hearing-impaired people know what is being said in a video by displaying text of the speech on the screen. Closed captions are found in line 21 of the vertical blanking interval of a television transmission and require a decoder to be seen on a television. On a DVD, the closed captions are stored in sets with display times. For example, the 1,573rd and 1,574th sets of closed captions for the movie In addition to representing the dialog occurring in the video, closed captioning displays information about other types of sounds, such as onomatopoeias (for example, ''grrrr''), sound effects (for example, ''bear growls''), and music lyrics (enclosed in music note symbols). At times, the closed captions might also include the marks > > to indicate a change of speaker or > > > to indicate a change of topic.
One advantage of text-based approaches is that they can use the large body of research conducted on document text classification. 5 Another advantage is that the relationship between the features (that is, words) and specific genre is easy for humans to understand. For example, few people would be surprised to find the words ''stadium,'' ''umpire,'' and ''shortstop'' in a transcript from a baseball game.
However A common method for representing text features is to construct a feature vector using the bag-of-words model. In the bag-of-words model, each feature vector has a dimensionality equal to the number of unique words present in all sample documents (or closed-caption transcripts) with each term in the vector representing one of those words. Each term in a feature vector for a document will have a value equal to the number of times the word represented by that term appears in the document. To reduce the dimensionality of the data, we can apply stop lists of common words to ignore (for example, ''and'' and ''the'') and stemming rules (for example, replace ''independence'' and ''independent'' with ''indepen'') prior to constructing a term feature vector.
Visual features
Several features can be obtained from the visual part of a video, as demonstrated by the video retrieval and classification fields. 6 Visual features are often extracted on a perframe or per-shot basis. While a shot is all of the frames within a single camera action, a scene is one or more shots that form a semantic unit. For example, a conversation between two people might be filmed so that only one person is shown at a time. Each time the camera appears to stop and move to the other person represents a shot change; the collection of shots that represent the entire conversation is a scene. A single frame, or keyframe, can represent a shot.
In addition, shots are associated with some cinematic principles. For example, movies that focus on action tend to have shots of shorter duration than those that focus on character development. 8 One problem with using shot-based methods, though, is that the methods for automatically identifying shot boundaries don't always perform well. 9 Identifying scenes is even more difficult and there are few video-classification approaches that do so.
Color-based features are simple to implement and inexpensive to process. They are useful in approaches wishing to use cinematic principles, for example, amount and distribution of light and color set mood. 10 Color histograms are frequently used to compare frames. However, histograms don't retain information about the color placement in the frame, and the color channel bands might need to be normalized to account for different lighting conditions between frames. Motion within a video consists primarily of movement on the part of the objects being filmed and movement due to camera actions. The quantity of motion in a video is useful in a broad sense, but it's not sufficient by itself in distinguishing between the video types that typically have large quantities of motion, such as action movies, sports, and music videos. Measuring specific types of motion, such as object or camera, also presents a problem because of the difficulty in separating the two.
One of the more popular video formats is MPEG. During the encoding of MPEG-1 video, each pixel in each frame is transformed from the RGB color space to the YC b C r color space, which consists of one luminance (Y) and two chrominance (C b and C r ) values. The values in the new color space are then transformed in blocks of 8 Â 8 pixels using the discrete cosine transform (DCT). Each frame in the MPEG-1 format is classified as either an I-frame, a P-frame, or a B-frame depending on how it is encoded. I-frames contain all of the information needed to decode the frame. In contrast, P-frames and B-frames make use of information from previous or future frames.
Dimensionality reduction
Samples in a data set are often represented by a large number of features, which might make learning difficult or be computationally infeasible to process. One approach to finding a new smaller representation of video signals is to perform wavelet analysis, which decomposes a signal into two signals: a trend (or weighted average) signal and a details signal, each having half the terms of the original signal.
11 Wavelet analysis can be applied to 2D data, such as an image, by first applying the wavelet transform to each row (or column) of the image and then to the transformed columns (or rows). By keeping only the trend signal values, the dimensionality of the original signal can be reduced. Random projection can reduce dimension by projecting a set of points in a high-dimensional space to a randomly selected lower-dimensional subspace using a random matrix. 12 An advantage of random projection is that it's not computationally expensive compared to principal component analysis. 13 Clustering is a method of unsupervised learning that partitions the input data into closely related sets or clusters. In our work, we use clustering to reduce an image's feature vector by clustering image features and representing images as a vector of cluster memberships. We also use the same approach for closedcaption sets, and represent textual information as a vector of closed-caption cluster membership frequencies.
Methodology
Our goal is to learn a user's video preferences by constructing a model whose input is a set of textual and visual features drawn from videos that this user has viewed and rated. Our approach maintains the temporal relationship between individual features in the video clip. To do this, we need to determine how to combine the text and visual features and how to capture the temporal relationship of features.
A common approach to dealing with the first issue is to segment a video into shots and then represent each shot by the features that occur during this shot. However, automating shot detection is difficult and unreliable. Closed captions displayed onscreen at the same time, which we call closed-caption sets, are stored along with the time period for which the closed caption will be displayed. By using these closed-caption set display times, we know the time that certain text and visual features occur. Therefore, we extract the closedcaptions sets and use the corresponding times to segment the video and to find a corresponding video frame from which to extract visual features.
To prevent oversegmenting the video, we combine consecutive closed-caption sets to form a single feature vector. Once we determine the segmentation times, we extract the visual features from a single video frame that occurs during this time period.
To capture the temporal relationship of features, we constructed an HMM for each targeted class of videos. To generate the set of observation symbols, we cluster the closedcaption features for all of the movies a viewer has rated and repeat the process for the visual features. We hypothesize that feature vectors from movies the user liked and disliked will tend to fall in different clusters. We generate observation symbols by combining the cluster number of a closed-caption set and the cluster number of its corresponding video frame (the video frame for the time period that the closedcaption set was displayed) in the form shown in Figure 1 .
Applying this process to each closed-caption set and video-frame pair produces a sequence of observation symbols for the movie. By generating observation symbols that combine these types of features, we capture some element of context. To classify an unseen movie, we generate a sequence of observation symbols for each HMM. We assign to the movie the HMM classification that generates the sequence with the highest probability.
Experiments
We obtained the user ratings for the experiments described here from the following two publicly available data sets: the MovieLens 1-million ratings (see http://www.cs.umn.edu/ Research/GroupLens) and the Netflix Prize (see http://www.netflixprize.com). The MovieLens data set includes titles and genre for 3,883 movies as well as over one million viewer ratings using the range 1 (strongly disliked) to 5 (strongly liked). The Netflix data set consists of over 100 million ratings from 480,189 users for a set of 17,770 movies. The range of rating values is also 1 to 5. We acquired the DVD version of 90 movies represented in the MovieLens data set; 88 of these movies are also in the Netflix data set. We selected these movies from 18 entertainment genres, with many having multiple genre labels.
Using text and visual features separately
Our initial experiment assesses the viability of using closed captions and visual features independent of temporal relationships. We tested closed captions and visual features separately for the tasks of classification by genre, classification by user using a 1 through 5 video rating, and classification by grouped-user ratings using a rating of 1 through 3 to indicate dislike and 4 and 5 as like. We performed all tests using the support-vector-machine classifier available in the Weka data-mining software.
14 SVMs are well suited to problems for which there are few training examples but where the feature vectors have many terms. 15 We chose 81 movies represented in the MovieLens project that had been rated by at least 20 users. There were 1,116 users who had rated at least 10 of these 81 movies. For each type of experiment we calculated the mean classification accuracy. We initially evaluated movie classification with closed captions alone using a bag-ofwords model. We converted each movie's closed captions to a feature vector using the bag-of-words model after applying a standard stop list and stemming algorithm. The feature vectors contained up to 15,254 terms. Table 1 summarizes the results from these experiments.
When classifying by video feature alone, we hypothesize that movies with similar shot types should have similar feature vectors and therefore we represent each movie as a set of video features for each of its shots. Because of the computational and storage requirements, we extracted video features from the first five minutes of each video. We determined shot boundaries by comparing color histograms, then modified MPEG Java to extract the DCT coefficients from the first frame of each shot. These frames had a resolution of 240Â352 pixels.
Next, we represented each frame as a histogram of the DCT coefficients. A term-by-term comparison of histograms determines that two frames are similar if they have similar color distributions, even if the exact color locations in each frame differ. We clustered the histograms in order to group similar shots. After the clustering, a feature vector represented each movie with a term for each of the k-clusters. For example, when k Â 5, a movie with the feature vector [1, 0, 5, 50, 0] contains one shot in cluster one, five in cluster three, and 50 in cluster four.
The total number of shots for all 81 movies was 46,311. Table 2 summarizes the results for the experiments that used DCT coefficients with 95 percent confidence intervals.
Comparing Tables 1 and 2 , we can see that the results were virtually the same regardless of whether we used closed captions or DCT coefficients. We expected classification by genre of a movie to be easier than learning an individual's preferences, but also noticed that the results were similar using 20 or 40 clusters. The results from using individual ratings are better than a random guess, but there is still much room for improvement. One reason for this poor performance could be that the number of training examples for each user was too small to learn a user's rating preferences.
Using hidden Markov models with textual and visual features
In our preliminary experiments, we were able to classify video by genre with promising results. This suggests that text and visual features are viable for learning preferences. However, the results were much less favorable when we used each of these types of features for predicting that a viewer would like or dislike a movie, or in predicting the specific viewer rating of a movie.
To address the limitations of the approach taken in our preliminary experiments, we wanted to combine the text and visual features as well as represent the temporal relationship of the features. Our approach follows: extract the closed captions and visual features and cluster each separately, generate observation symbols for an HMM by combining the cluster assignments of the features, and construct an HMM for each of the two classes (that is, like or dislike) that we are interested in predicting.
In this experiment, we increased the average number of movies rated per user by switching to the Netflix data set. In our earlier experiments using the MovieLens data set, there were 357 users who matched our criteria. There are 334 users in the Netflix data set that meet our new criteria of rating at least 45 movies. Because we were able to effectively reduce the dimensionality of our feature vectors, we extracted 20 minutes of video from each movie. Specifically, we extracted minutes five through 25 so as to skip the credits and introductory graphics typically found in the first five minutes.
To capture temporal relationships between the features, we first segment the video and then extract the text and visual features from each segment. As described earlier, we used the begin and end times associated with each closed-caption set to create video segments, and gathered closed captions and visual features from the corresponding time in the video. Instead of using a single closed-caption set as a segmentation mechanism, we created a window of consecutive closed-caption sets with a length of 20 sets, with a new window beginning every 10th closed-caption set. That is, we combined closed-caption sets 120, 1030, 2040, and so forth. We combined all words from all closedcaption sets within the window to represent that entire time that these closed captions are displayed. We derived visual features from a single frame within this period to represent the entire time frame. The frame we chose is the first frame from each closed-caption window.
We applied random projection to reduce the vector dimensions from 4,003 terms to 363 terms. To produce the visual features, we represented the first frame of each video segment by a concatenation of the pixel RGB values. We reduced the vectors from 253,440 terms to 363 terms by applying five levels of a 2D, Daubechies 4 wavelet 11 separately to the R, G, and B components.
As described earlier, we cluster closed-caption terms and visual feature terms separately and use the text cluster number and visual cluster number pairs as observation symbols for the HMMs. We constructed two HMMs: one from the training samples of the movies the viewer rated as liked and one from the movies the viewer rated as disliked. The HMMs initially have randomized probabilities for start states, transitions, and observation symbols. The states of the HMM represent the high-level concepts that occur in the movies that the user has rated. In theory, these concepts could be things like ''car chases'' or ''two people talking.'' However, it is difficult to look at the extracted features to discern the actual concepts being represented, especially in light of the fact that the constructed HMMs aren't unique. Also, different viewers will have different preferences and therefore different models will be constructed.
We investigated HMMs with 1070 states and found the highest classification accuracy occurred with 60 states. Table 3 shows the results achieved when we used k-means clustering with HMM models with 60 states. The table shows the results in terms of accuracy, precision, and recall. Precision and recall are more commonly found in information retrieval; we include them here for comparison with other videorecommender research. In the case of a movie recommender system, the recommender might recommend a subset of the total movies available. Precision is a measure of how many of the recommended movies the user actually prefers, while recall is a measure of how many of the movies in the total data set the user would prefer to end up in the recommendations.
We can see that the results from combining features were approximately the same as those achieved when generating observation symbols for either type of feature alone. An analysis of the models shows that, for many users, one of the models would perform well while the other model would perform poorly. In particular, this disparity would happen when the user's ratings were not close to being evenly distributed between liked and disliked ratings. This disparity could be a consequence of having too few training examples to learn from for one of the classes. Table 4 shows the classification accuracy by number of movies rated. The precision and recall for each range of ratings was approximately 59 and 53 percent, respectively. We can see here that, as would be expected, the classification accuracy improved as the number of ratings increased. However, an analysis of the individual predictions shows that even for the users for which there were a large number of rated movies, in most cases only one of the HMMs performed well. Because this was the HMM constructed from the majority of the user's ratings, it showed a measured improvement in performance.
Much of the other researchers in video recommendation report results in terms of precision and recall. Ardissono et al. achieved a precision of 80 percent and a mean absolute error rate of 30 percent in their case-based approach to recommendation. 3 Basu et al.
achieved precision and recall values of 83 percent and 34 percent, respectively, in their system that combined the case-based and collaborative filtering approaches. 16 Their approach focused on achieving high precision at the expense of recall. In comparison, the precision of our results was less than what either of these other approaches achieved. Neither of the other approaches reports overall classification accuracy, so we can't compare our results to theirs using that metric. While both of their approaches achieve higher precision than our approach, they are still restricted to those situations in which substantial information is available, such as hand-constructed video information and extensive ratings from the same or similar viewers. Our results are promising for identifying preferred videos with little a priori information.
Conclusions
Traditional approaches to video recommendation have proved to have relatively good performance. However, these approaches aren't always applicable. To address this need, we have explored the use of visual features and closed captions extracted from video for learning a viewer's preferences. We believe this approach to be a viable alternative to traditional approaches. While the approach yielded promising results, we found that in many cases one of the learned models tended to not perform well. For most viewers, the number of liked and disliked movies was far from even, resulting in an insufficient number of training examples for one of the classes.
While our experiments focused on entertainment video, other domains, such as education, should be explored to determine the viability of this approach to that type of video. For example, as more educational video becomes available, students will have a variety of choices for learning a particular topic. Given a robust recommendation system, videos that are similar to those that resulted in the best performance by the student could be recommended. Moreover, we believe this work can be applied to video classification at the shot or scene level. Applications for such systems could include content filtering to identify violent or important scenes. MM Table 4 . Results per number of movies rated in hybrid approach using k-means. 
Related Work
Research related to the work discussed in the main text falls primarily into two categories: video recommendation and automatic classification of video by genre. Several researchers have found collaborative filtering outperforms case-based classification in explicit comparison, but note that combining both sources of information performs best. 1, 2 Other researchers have fused multiple user models and thus combine demographic information with general interest and observed TV viewing habits to improve overall recommendation accuracy. 3, 4 We believe that our approach has several advantages over existing methods. It doesn't require that a viewer provide any information about his or her preferences other than a rating for a viewed video. This saves time and avoids poor recommendations that might occur due to omissions in the preference description. Another benefit is that it's unnecessary to identify similar viewers. A third is that there are situations in which neither case-based nor collaborative filtering approaches are applicable and the only choice is to analyze the video itself. On the other hand, our approach does require the existence of closed-caption information and some initial video preference information to form the models.
Approaches to classification of video by genre use three feature modalities: audio, visual, or text. 5 Zhu et al. classify news stories using the first 20 unique keywords that are obtained from closed captions. 6 Lin and Hauptmann, 7 Wang et al., 8 and Qi et al. 9 have combined two or more feature modalities successfully to categorize news videos into story types. In this approach, unlike in our approach, the temporal relationships between features aren't used. Dimitrova et al. classify four types of TV programs using a hidden Markov model (HMM) for each class and face counts and extracted text. 10 Lu et al. classify a video by first summarizing it. 11 A hierarchical clustering algorithm segments the video into scenes; the keyframes from the scenes represent the summarized video. One HMM is trained for each video genre with the keyframes as the observation symbols.
